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Abstract

The history of the phoneme ∂ad and its merger with the phoneme Âa’
has proven enigmatic. By presenting data from Old South Arabian
speech communities and lexical data from the Islamic tradition, this
article brackets a period of ∂ad / Âa’ free variation between the fourth
and mid-eighth centuries CE. These data support the theory that the
pre-Islamic and early Islamic Arabic speech community was divided
into two segments in respect to the ∂ad / Âa’ relationship: a group
that pronounced both separately and produced the lettered tradition
of the Qur’an, and some that did not distinguish between the two
phonemes. This article presents data from the earliest Arabic texts on
∂ad / Âa’ minimal pairs, those of Abu ¨Umar al-Zahid (d. 345/957)
and al-∑aÌib Isma¨il Ibn ¨Abbad (d. 385/995). These texts also pro-
vide glimpses into how the Islamic lexical tradition explained the his-
torical link between the two phonemes.

Introduction1

Charting the history of the enigmatic phoneme ∂ad (∂) in Arabic,
and tracing its relationship with the phoneme Âa’ (Â) has presented
one of the most interesting and challenging questions in Arabic his-
torical linguistics. The linguistic reality of the modern Arab world
poses a tantalizing question: why do Bedouins or elements of rural
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populations in areas as far flung as Yemen, Syria and the Libyan
Desert pronounce both ∂ad and Âa’ as Âa’∞? Why do Arabic speakers
in urban areas from Morocco to Damascus generally pronounce both
letters as ∂ad∞? Upon inspection, scholars have realized that this ques-
tion involves a problematic knot of issues: what was the original pro-
nunciation of the letter ∂ad? Did this proto- ∂ad (*∂) exist in free
variation with Âa’∞? When did the proto-∂ad fall out of general use
among Arabic speech communities? How and when did it merge
with Âa’ or transform into the ∂ad so familiar in Modern Standard
Arabic today?

Scholarship on this topic has suggested several scenarios for the
disappearance of the proto-∂ad and its merger with Âa’, some of
which assert a period of free variation between ∂ad and Âa’ within the
broader community of Arabic speakers in the early Islamic period.
Kees Versteegh has suggested a pre-Islamic merger of these two pho-
nemes in Western Arabia but is sceptical of the small amount of sup-
porting data offered by the Islamic textual tradition. By presenting
data from Old South Arabian speech communities and lexical data
from the Islamic tradition, this article brackets a period of ∂ad / Âa’
free variation between the fourth and mid eighth centuries CE. The
loss of distinction between these two phonemes in speech communi-
ties in South Arabia and evidence for a continued influence of South
Arabian languages on Arabic in the early Islamic period bolster the
argument for a pre-Islamic terminus post quem for the existence of
this free variation. The earliest extant data on ∂ad / Âa’ minimal pairs
from the Islamic textual tradition prove the existence of archaic free
variation between the two phonemes among some Arab tribes before
the mid eighth century CE. These data support the theory that the
pre-Islamic and early Islamic Arabic speech community was divided
into two segments in respect to the ∂ad / Âa’ relationship: a group
that pronounced both separately and produced the lettered tradition
of the Qur’an, and some that did not distinguish between the two
phonemes.

This article presents a set of thirteen ∂ad / Âa’ minimal pairs
drawn from the two earliest surviving works on the difference be-
tween the phonemes, written by the tenth-century CE philologists
Abu ¨Umar al-Zahid (d. 345/957) and al-∑aÌib Isma¨il Ibn ¨Abbad
(d. 385/995). In addition to providing a mine of early data on the
history of the two phonemes, these books offer an insightful glimpse
into the manner in which the Arabic philological tradition sought to
reconcile its lexical theory with the evident reality of the ∂ad / Âa’
free variation.
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Transliteration Note

Discussing the history of the ∂ad and Âa’ letters presents serious
transliteration difficulties, for the two letters represent both graph-
emes and phonemes simultaneously. Furthermore, the historical let-
ter ∂ad has not always indicated the same phoneme. Although the
grapheme ∂ad has come to represent a voiced emphatic dental plo-
sive (phonemic symbol /∂/) in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), it
originally consisted of a voiced fricative lateral, usually represented as
/∂/.2 This was the archaic ∂ad described by Sibawayhi (d.c. 180/796)
and later Muslim philologists (and that survives in Qur’an readings
in Turkey, an issue which deserves further research).3 The historical
unit Âa’ has remained much more stable, consistently representing

2 H. Fleisch, ‘∆ad’, Encyclopaedia of Islam CD-ROM Edition v. 1.0 (henceforth
EI2∞); Gotthelf Bergstrasser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. Peter T.
Daniels (Winona Lake, IN 1983), 162; Chaim Rabin, Ancient West Arabian (Lon-
don 1951), 209; L. Bouvat, ‘Un essai de Cheikh Sidia, sur la proposition rituelle du
«∞∂âd∞» et du «∞dhâ’∞»’, Revue du monde musalman 23 (1913): 310; Jean Cantineau,
‘Esquisse d’une phonologie de l’arabe classique’, Société de linguistique de Paris 126
(1946), 97; Irene Garbell, ‘Remarks on the Historical Phonology of an East Medi-
terranean Arabic Dialect’, Word 14 (1958), 307; Ibrahim Anis, Al-AÒwat al-
lughawiyya (Cairo, 1971), 48–9; F. Corriente, ‘∆ – L Doublets in Classical Arabic as
Evidence of the Process of De-Lateralization of ∆ad and Development of its Stand-
ard Reflex’, Journal of Semitic Studies 23 (1978), 51; Richard C. Steiner, The Case for
Fricative Laterals in Proto-Semitic (New Haven 1977), 57–68; idem, ‘Addenda to the
Case for Fricative-Laterals in Proto-Semitic’, in Semitic Studies in Honor of Wolf
Leslau (Wiesbaden 1991), 2:1499–1514; André Roman, Étude de la phonologie et de
la morphologie de la koinè arabe (Aix en Provence 1983), 1:163, 190; A.A. Al-Nassir,
Sibawayh the Phonologist (London 1993), 44–5; Kees Versteegh, ‘Loanwords from
Arabic and the Merger of ∂ / ∂’, in Albert Arazi et al. (eds), Israel Oriental Studies
19: Compilation and Creation in Adab and luga (Winona Lake, IN 1999); 273, 283;
Janet C.E. Watson, The Phonology and Morphology of Arabic (Oxford 2002), 2.

3 Sibawayhi describes the proper pronunciation of [∂] as /∂/ but also notes an
encroaching pronunciation that he contemptibly terms ‘the weak ∂ad’. To the later
philologist Ibn Ya¨ish, this was a mixture between the plosive stop /∂/ and the /Â/,
occasionally emerging as a /†/; Abu Bishr ¨Amr b. ¨Uthman Sibawayhi, Kitab
Sibawayhi, ed. ¨Abd al-Salam MuÌammad Harun (Cairo 1395/1975), 4:432; Al-
Nassir, Sibawayh the Phonologist, 45. For later descriptions of ∂ad’s lateral pronun-
ciation, see Abu al-Faraj MuÌammad b. ¨Ubaydallah Ibn Suhayl al-NaÌwi (fl. 420/
1030), ‘Kitab al-∆ad wa al-Âa’’, ¨Abd al-Îusayn al-Fatli (ed.), al-Mawrid 8:2
(1979), 289; Abu Ya¨qub Yusuf b. MuÌammad al-Sakkaki (d. 626/1229), MiftaÌ
al-¨ulum, ed. Na¨im Zarzur, 2nd edn (Beirut 1407/1987), 12–13; Abu Bakr al-
∑afadi al-Qarawi (d. 634/1237), al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, MS Fatih 5413/7 in
Süleymaniye Library, Istanbul, 132a. For the most comprehensive discussion trac-
ing Arab grammarians’ description of the lateral ∂ad, see Roman, Etude de la
phonologie et de la morphologie de la koinè arabe, 1:162–208.
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the voiced emphatic interdental fricative found today in MSA and
usually transliterated as /Â/ or /d/.4 When specifically discussing the
old lateral ∂ad, we will therefore employ the symbol /∂/. Otherwise
we will utilize the established /∂/ and /Â/ symbols for ∂ad and Âa’.
The / / brackets indicate a strict discussion of phonemes, while [ ]
indicates a letter’s textual representation.

Dating the Delateralization of /∂/ and the ∆ad / Åa’ Merger

Scholars have presented varying arguments for a merger between /∂/
and /Â/ in Arabic sometime during the wide window of the seventh
to the tenth centuries CE. The primary point on which opinions
differ is the question of free variation between the two phonemes.
D. Cohen argues for a direct transition. He suggests that the lateral /
∂/, already a ‘fossil’ in the early Islamic period, merged into the exist-
ing /Â/ phoneme. This /Â/ articulation remained in Arabic dialects
with interdentals and became the new phoneme /∂/ in dialects with-
out them. He deduces from this that the disappearance of the origi-
nal /∂/ and its merger with /Â/ in certain dialects must have preceded
the merger of interdentals with dentals in urban dialects such as
Egyptian and Eastern Mediterranean Arabic. As it is assumed that
this loss of interdentals occurred relatively early, /∂/ must have disap-
peared in the early Islamic period.5

F. Corriente has argued that /∂/ dissolved directly into /Â/ or /∂/,
with urban areas such as the Levantine cities and Egypt adopting /∂/
for both letters, while Bedouins and many rural areas maintained /Â/
. He contends that the ¨ulama’ accepted the urban pronunciation for
the ∂ad so that there would be two distinct sounds for the two letters
[∂] and [Â].6 In his study on the delateralization of /∂/, Corriente

4 W.P. Heinrichs, ‘Åa’’, EI2.
5 D. Cohen, ‘Koinè et langue arabe’, Arabica 9 (1962), 136.
6 F. Corriente, ‘∆ – L Doublets in Classical Arabic’, 51. Muslim religious schol-

ars certainly fought to preserve a distinction between the two letters in Quranic
reading even among the masses. As evidence from later scholars like Ibn Suhayl
shows, many scholars maintained the pronunciation of the lateral /∂/ in Quranic
readings. In fact, Turkish Quranic recitation has preserved a noticeable lateral ∂ad
up to the present day. The jurist al-¨Izz b. ¨Abd al-Salam (d. 660/1261–2), for ex-
ample, required any person leading prayer who could distinguish between ∂ad and
Âa’ to do so in his Quranic reading or his prayer would be invalid. A person who
could not distinguish between the two sounds should be treated like someone with
a speech impediment (al-althagh); al-¨Izz b. ¨Abd al-Salam, al-Fatawa al-mawÒiliyya,
ed. ¨Iyad Khalid al-™abba¨ (Damascus 1419/1999), 42. For the same stance from
other scholars, see Bouvat, ‘Un essai de Cheikh Sidia’, 311 ff.
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uses minimal pairs where [∂] and [l] are not actually mutually con-
trastive/allophonic to demonstrate that the delateralization of the
sound had already occurred when Arab lexicographers were at work
collecting data between the early Umayyad period and the ninth cen-
tury CE.7 Some speakers had delateralized the /∂/ appearing in a
word into /l/ and some into /∂/. He argues that this transformation
thus occurred during the eighth and ninth century CE.8 Like Cohen,
Corriente does not specify a period of free variation between /∂/ and
/Â/.

Other scholars posit a period of free variation between the two
phonemes. Rama∂an ¨Abd al-Tawwab and Abdulmunim A. Al-
Nassir suggest that free variation between /Â/ and /∂/ began in the
eighth century CE, roughly the same period in which J.W. Fück
states that the two phonemes ‘were confused’.9 André Roman follows
¨Abd al-Tawwab’s conclusion on the dating and nature of the
merger.10 Kees Versteegh posits that, in the Îijaz, a merger between
the two phonemes /Â/ and /∂/ had already begun in pre-Islamic
times. Based on the representation of Arabic loanwords in Southeast
Asian languages, however, he concludes that some Arabic speakers in
Yemen retained the lateral ∂ad until a much later date.11 As men-
tioned above, Versteegh is sceptical of the evidence provided by the
Islamic textual tradition for an early merger between the two pho-
nemes. He characterizes data suggesting that [∂] / [Â] minimal pairs
actually represent instances of free variation as ‘slightly suspect since
in most sources only one lemma is mentioned in this connection,
fa∂a / faÂa… (see below).’12 This article will remedy this dearth of
data.

In her study of Eastern Mediterranean Arabic (EMA), Irene
Garbell posits a three-stage transition for these letters beginning in
the seventh and eighth centuries CE, continuing into the ninth and
tenth and finishing in the period between the eleventh and fifteenth
centuries. During the first stage, the old /∂/ phoneme was already

7 This approach is methodologically problematic, as will be discussed below,
because lexical material could always be manufactured or ‘discovered’ in later peri-
ods.

8 Corriente, ‘∆ – L Doublets’, 54–5.
9 Abu al-Barakat Ibn al-Anbari, Zinat al-fu∂ala’ fi al-farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’,

ed. Rama∂an ¨Abd al-Tawwab (Beirut 1391/1971), 18 (editor’s introduction); Al-
Nassir, Sibawayh the Phonologist, 45; J.W. Fück, ‘Middle Arabic’, in ‘al-¨Arabiyya,’
EI2.

10 Roman, Etude de la phonologie et de la morphologie de la koinè arabe, 1:163 ff.
11 Versteegh, ‘Loanwords from Arabic’, 284.
12 Versteegh, ‘Loanwords from Arabic’, 283.
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demonstrating a tendency to merge with /Â/ due to what she views as
/∂/’s awkward place in the Arabic consonantal matrix. During the
second stage (ninth and tenth centuries CE), both [∂] and [Â] letters
were thus pronounced as /Â/ in EMA. Finally, between the eleventh
and fifteenth centuries this /Â/ phoneme became the voiced dental
plosive /∂/ that we today generally recognize as the letter [∂] in
MSA.13 In this period, a general loss of interdentals in EMA caused
all words with [∂] and [Â] (with the exception of later Turkish
loanwords such as muÌafaÂa, ‘municipal authority,’ which retained
the Persianized pronunciation of [Â] as a velarized /z/) to be pro-
nounced with a /∂/.14 Garbell therefore posits a period between the
seventh and tenth centuries CE for the transition from /∂/ to /Â/ to
occur. This included a period of free variation between the old /∂/
and /Â/ in the seventh and eighth centuries.

It must be noted, however, that Garbell breaks with the above-
mentioned scholars in her reliance on two crucial presuppositions.
First, although she agrees with Cantineau and others in her vision of
an early Arabic consonantal system in which no voiceless emphatic
dental plosive /†/ existed (†a’ was pronounced as /∂/), she also believes
that the lateral /∂/ did not fit comfortably.15 Secondly, she assumes

13 Garbell’s proof for this dating, however, is faulty. She states that [Â] could not
have become /∂/ earlier than the eleventh century because Saadia Gaon (d. 942 CE)
of Egypt says that the [d] of the Hebrew ‘apaddno’ was pronounced like /Â/. This
does not address the manner in which the people of Egypt spoke, however, since
Saadia was most probably discussing the high language of the Muslim religious
scholars, who preserved the interdentals as part of their use of Classical Arabic; see
Garbell, ‘Remarks’, 312. In addition, Saadia notes the word appaddno as an exam-
ple of the letter pé, not ∂ad or Âa’. Garbell’s citation to Saadia Gaon’s Commentaire
sur le Séfer Yesira also gives the incorrect page number; see Saadia Gaon, Commen-
taire sur le Séfer Yesira, trans. Mayer Lambert (Paris 1891), 45 or 89. The correct
page is p. 64.

14 Garbell, ‘Remarks’, 308–12.
15 Al-Nassir agrees with Garbell that the /∂/ had no stable place in the Arabic

consonantal matrix. There existed three sets of voiceless – voiced – emphatic conso-
nants (/th/ – /dh/ – /Â/, /t/ – /d/ – /∂/, /s/ – /z/ – /Ò/), in which /∂/ did not fit. He
argues that this explains its dissolution into /∂/ and /Â/, since ‘the brain seems to
prefer a more symmetrical pattern of the sound system in which there is a smaller
number of contrasts between neighboring sounds’. Rabin, however, conceived of a
more robust and symmetrical early Arabic consonant system. He posits four (as op-
posed to Al-Nassir’s three) parallel sets of /unvoiced – voiced – emphatic/ conso-
nants in the form of alveolar fricatives, retroflex/laterals, dentals and interdentals: [/
s/ – /z /– /Ò/], [/sh/ – /l/ – /∂/], [/t/ – /d/ – /†/], and [/th/ – /dh/ – /Â/]). Cantineau
also sees a place for /∂/ to fit on the lateral plane with /l/; Rabin, Ancient West Ara-
bian, 209; cf. Cantineau, ‘Esquisse’, 100, 122; Al-Nassir, Sibawayh the Phonologist,
45–6.
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that the loss of interdentals in EMA occurred relatively late. Garbell
thus argues that the problematic /∂/ merged with /Â/, while /∂/ be-
came /†/ (initially non-existent), and /Â/ then became /∂/ to fill the
gap of the voiced dental plosive. This involves a three-part move-
ment in which /∂/ became /Â/, then /∂/ became /†/, then /Â/ became
/∂/.

These scholars have focused primarily on the transformation of /
∂/ into /∂/ or /Â/. Although ¨Abd al-Tawwab, Al-Nassir, Roman and
Fuck acknowledge a period of free variation between /∂/ and /Â/,
only the late Egyptian scholar Ibrahim Anis has proffered a theory to
describe it. He argues that the Arabic speech community writ large
clearly distinguished between the two phonemes; the Quranic let-
tered tradition of the Îijaz and Tamim dialects demonstrates this. ‘It
seems, however’, Anis continues, ‘that there were two groups from
among the Arabs: the majority that pronounced the two phonemes
in the manner described by Sibawayhi (i.e. /∂/ and /Â/∞), and a mi-
nority that conflated the two phonemes….’16 The Arabic lettered
tradition, emerging from the dominant trend, treated ∂ad and Âa’ as
two distinct phonemes. Others did not. As we shall see, data from
Abu ¨Umar al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib b. ¨Abbad provides significant sup-
port for Anis’ theory.

Evidence for a /∂/ – /Â/ Merger in Old South Arabian

Evidence from Old South Arabian languages strongly indicates that
during the first few centuries CE the distinction between the /∂/ and
/Â/ phonemes was breaking down in certain speech communities
where the Sabaean (Epigraphic South Arabian, ESA) alphabet was
used. Texts written on palm-leaf stocks in a cursive version of this
script have been unearthed in Yemen in the last several decades and
indicate that the speech communities that produced them had ceased
to distinguish between [∂] (presumably the lateralized /∂/) and [Â].
In the case of these texts, Stefan Weninger and Jacques Ryckmans
have noted that, ‘[i]n the later miniscule script… both phonemes /∂/
and /Â/ are represented by the latter ∂.’17 Yusuf M. Abdallah points

16 Anis, al-AÒwat al-lughawiyya, 54; idem, ‘Ma¨na al-qawl al-ma’thur lughat al-
∂ad∞’, Majma¨ al-lugha al-¨arabiyya 10 (1966–7), 118–19.

17 Stefan Weninger, ‘More Sabaic Miniscule Texts from Munich’, Proceedings of
the Seminar for Arabian Studies 32 (2002), 218; cf. Jacques Ryckmans et al., Textes
du Yémen Antique inscrits sur bois (Paris 1994), 44 and 73; cf. Christian Robin, ‘Les
Inscriptions de l’Arabie Antique et les études arabes’, Arabica 48:4 (2001), 534.
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out, for example, that what is written [¨-∂-m] in the cursive script
should be [¨-Â-m] for ‘milk,’ ‘possession’ or ‘fullness’ in the regular
(ESA) alphabet.18 Ryckmans alerts us to the word [dh-∂-r-h-n] (dhu
∆aharan), which he notes appears elsewhere in ESA as ‘dhu
Åaharan’.19 The word easily recognizable in Arabic as Âaby (gazelle)
appears as [∂ – b – y – t – m], or a sack made of gazelle skin.20 While
the monumental inscriptions in ESA had regularly represented the
/Â/ and /∂/ phonemes with separate letters, the cursive palm-leaf
stock texts later represent both with [∂].

Dating the cursive texts written on these stocks has proven very
difficult, since they lack the king names so useful in establishing
dates eponymically.21 Some, however, were clearly written later than
the third century CE. Weninger has established that some of the
stocks that exhibit this [Â] – [∂] → [∂] merger also include the word
∑an¨a’ (the capital of Yemen) written as [Ò-n-¨-w], which was not
known by that name until the third century CE.22 As a result, these
stocks must date from later than this period.

This merger of [∂] and [Â] in written texts probably reflects a simi-
lar change in spoken language. The cursive texts utilize all the other
letters in ESA alphabet besides [Â]. Moreover, the ESA letters [∂] and
[Â] are not visually similar. Rather, [Â] is clearly a derivative of the [Ò]
grapheme.23 This argues against concluding that the omission of [Â]
resulted from a shorthand cursive alphabet that collapsed several
graphemes into one (like shorthand Arabic, for example, which relies
on the reader’s knowledge to distinguish between the similar charac-
ters for [Ì], [j] and [kh]). The disappearance of the [Â] grapheme
therefore did not result from script-based reasons. Instead, it indi-
cates that those who wrote and read these cursive texts did not dis-
tinguish orally between the phonemes /Â/ and /∂/ and therefore used
one grapheme to indicate both. That these texts tend to deal with

18 Yusuf M. Abdallah, ¨Ein altsüdarabischer Vertragstext von den neuentdeckten
Inschriften auf Holz’, in N. Nebes (ed.), Arabia Felix (Wiesbaden 1994), 3.

19 Ryckmans, Textes du Yémen, 51 (text #4).
20 Ryckmans, Textes du Yémen, 55.
21 Stefan Weninger, ‘Two Sticks with Ancient South Arabian Inscriptions’, Pro-

ceedings of the Seminar for Arabian Studies 31 (2001), 241. Here Weninger notes
that the date of the sticks has yet to be determined.

22 Weninger, ‘More Sabaic Miniscule Texts from Munich’, 218.
23 Letter [Â] thus also merges with letter [Ò] in some Hadramutic palm-stalk

texts. Serguei Frentsouzoff has demonstrated that the word [Òahran] is the Qata-
banian version of [Âahran]; Serguei Frentsouzoff, ‘Hadromitic Documents written
on palm-leaf stalks’, Proceedings from the Seminar for Arabian Studies 29 (1999), 55–
65.
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mundane issues such as small-scale trade, properties and personal
correspondences also suggests that they represent a more colloquial
register of the language.24

We must not assume, however, that this merger between /∂/ and
/Â/ was global among the speech communities of South Arabia. Using
references to the Îimyarite calendar, Peter Stein has dated several
sticks, and one dated to the third century CE includes the [Â] graph-
eme in the word [Â-r-b] (property, to transfer property).25 Since Stein
has dated other texts to 439 and 444 CE, we might proffer that the
early fourth century CE constituted a cusp of phonological change
amid South Arabian speech communities. These data therefore sug-
gest that by about 300 CE, speakers in some communities in South
Arabia did not distinguish between the /∂/ and /Â/ phonemes.

The Continued Influence of South Arabian in the Early
Islamic Period

What implications might this merger in Old South Arabian have for
Old Arabic and the Early Middle Arabic of the early Islamic period?
Although very closely related, Old South Arabian and Arabic were
two separate languages. Certainly, the fact that Cantineau noted that
the modern Arabic spoken in the Dathina region of South Arabia
preserves a lateral pronunciation for ∂ad suggests that this region
may offer valuable information on the development of the pho-
neme.26 Both data from epigraphic inscriptions and the Islamic tex-
tual tradition further militate against excluding this Old South Ara-
bian phoneme merger from our consideration of the ∂ad – Âa’
merger in the Arabic of the early Islamic period. As Rabin has shown
in his classic Ancient West Arabian, the linguistic map of the Arabian
Peninsula at the time of the Prophet MuÌammad was a fluid poly-
glot of dialects of North and South Arabian. The ESA script was cer-
tainly still used in greater Yemen during the early Islamic period.
Christian Robin has identified inscriptions (Robin, Umm Layla 2
and 3) in Yemen that represent an Islamic-period Arabic text written
in ESA script.27 There also exists a bilingual ESA/Arabic inscription

24 Robin, ‘Les Inscriptions de l’Arabie Antique et les études arabes’, 564–5.
25 Peter Stein, ‘The Inscribed Wooden Sticks of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek

in Munich’, Proceedings of the Seminar for Arabian Studies 33 (2003), 268 (see line 9
of second text).

26 Cantineau, ‘Esquisse’, 97.
27 See Christian Robin, ‘Résultats épigraphiques et archéologiques de deux brefs

séjours en République Arabe du Yémen’, Semitica 26 (1976), 188–92.
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in Najran that Said al-Said has dated to approximately the ninth
century CE.28 The text of this inscription is in Arabic, with the writer
including the name of the person for whom it was written in ESA
script as well.

In addition to the ESA script, Old South Arabian also survived
into the Islamic period in the form of the transitional Îimyarite lan-
guage. Beeston argues that, although the Sayhadic languages were
different from early Arabic, they exerted a great deal of influence on
the speakers of central Arabia.29 From the Islamic textual tradition,
we know that the Yemeni traveller al-Hamdani (d. 334/945) knew
Îimyaritic and enough ESA to decipher some epigraphic inscrip-
tions, although scholars are virtually unanimous that all real knowl-
edge of Old South Arabian languages such as Sabaean had disap-
peared by his time. As scholars such as Rabin have noted, however,
al-Hamdani’s knowledge of first person forms (rarely attested in
monumental inscriptions) of Îimyaritic indicates some access to
oral sources on that language.30

The very mysterious and seemingly liminal nature of Îimyaritic
suggests a survival of Old South Arabian speech communities into
the early Islamic period. Îimyaritic probably represents a transi-
tional stage between older languages, such as Sabaean, and Arabic,
with Îimyarites still using the ESA script to write monumental in-
scriptions.31 The fact that the fourteenth-century CE Egyptian legal
scholar MuÌammad b. ¨Abdallah al-Zarkashi (d. 794/1392) stated
confidently that ‘Îimyarite’ was still spoken in his day suggests that
the name might have subsumed surviving South Arabian languages
such as Sokotri.32 Rabin felt that Îimyaritic was basically Yemeni
Arabic with a large number of loan words from Ancient South Ara-
bian as well as some morphological borrowing, such as the [–k] first/
second-person perfect form verbal suffixes.

28 Said al-Said, ‘Early South Arabian-Islamic Bilingual Inscription from Najran’,
Arabian Archaeology and Epigraphy 15 (2004), 86.

29 A.F.L. Beeston, ‘The Languages of South Arabia’, Arabica 28 (1981), 180.
30 Chaim Rabin, Ancient West Arabian, 42; Beeston, ‘The Languages of South

Arabia’, 179–80; Andrew Rippin, ‘Epigraphical South Arabian and Qur’anic Ex-
egesis’, Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 13 (1990), 161; cf. Robin, ‘Les In-
scriptions de l’Arabie Antique et les études arabes’, 524.

31 Rabin, Ancient West Arabian, 25; Rippin, ‘Epigraphical South Arabian and
Qur’anic Exegesis’, 161; Robin, ‘Les Inscriptions de l’Arabie Antique et les études
arabes’, 538.

32 Jalal al-Din al-Suyu†i (d. 911/1505), al-Muzhir fi ¨ulum al-lugha wa-an-
wa¨iha, ed. MuÌammad Jad al-Mawla et al. (2 vols, Beirut [n.d.]), 1:28.
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Rabin argues that this language was still spoken into Islamic
times.33 In addition to the large number of South Arabian names
that survived into the early Islamic period, such as ‘ShuraÌbil∞’ and
‘RaÌman,’ we have at least two extant written sources attesting a us-
age of Îimyaritic. In one, the famous Yemeni student of religious
lore Wahb b. Munabbih’s (d. 110/728 or 114/732) mother describes
how ‘I dreamed that I would give birth to a son made of gold (ra’aytu
ka-walidtu ibn∞an min †ib)’.34 This text utilizes both the South Ara-
bian/Îimyaritic [–k] verbal suffix and [k –] as a subordinating con-
junction.35

The Texts of Abu ¨Umar al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib b. ¨Abbad on
∆ad and Åa’

Writings on the difference between ∂ad and Âa’ or lists of [∂] – [Â]
minimal pairs constitute a long-lived genre in Arabic philology and
belles-lettres. The two earliest works on this subject have apparently
not survived, however: Abu Bakr AÌmad b. Ibrahim al-Qayrawani’s
(d. 318/930–1) Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’ and Abu Fahd al-NaÌwi al-
BaÒri’s (d. 320/932) Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’ wa-al-dhal wa-al-sin wa
al-Òad.36

The two books under examination here are the two earliest extant
works on [∂] – [Â] minimal pairs, attributed to Abu ¨Umar MuÌam-
mad b. ¨Abd al-WaÌid al-Zahid (d. 345/957), a grammarian and
Îadith scholar of Baghdad; and the Buyid vizier and intellectual al-
∑aÌib Isma¨il Ibn ¨Abbad (d. 385/995). Al-∑aÌib’s al-Farq bayn al-
∂ad wa-al-Âa’ has been published by MuÌammad Îasan Al-Yasin in a
1958 Baghdad edition. The work al-Farq ma bayn al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad of
al-Zahid, however, remains only in the form of a unique manuscript
in the Laleli collection (#3141) of the Suleymaniye Library in Istan-
bul. The authors dedicate these two works to clarifying the difference
in meaning between [∂] – [Â] minimal pairs due to the difficulty that
people, specifically government secretaries (kuttab), were having in

33 Rabin, Ancient West Arabian, 25, 45.
34 Rabin, Ancient West Arabian, 48.
35 For [k-] as a relative pronoun, see A. Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions from

MaÌram Bilqîs (Mârib) (Baltimore 1962), 55 (text 570/7); for the /-k/ perfect tense
verbal ending in the modern South Arabian languages, see David Appleyard, ‘The
South Semitic Languages’, Shlomo Izre’el (ed.), Israel Oriental Studies XX (Winona
Lake, IN 2002), 405.

36 Jamal al-Din MuÌammad Ibn Malik, al-I¨timad fi naÂa’ir al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad, ed.
Îatim ∑aliÌ al-∆amin (Beirut 1404/1984), 96 (editor’s intro).
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distinguishing between the two letters in both writing and speech.
Correcting this deficiency, they state, is essential because words ap-
pearing in these minimal pairs possess very different meanings. A
failure to master these distinctions, they warn, results in the misuse
of words, lowers a person’s status (hujna) and corrupts the Arabic
language.37

Al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib apparently had good reason for their con-
cern. Writing shortly after al-∑aÌib’s death, the Andalusian scholar
Abu ¨Amr al-Dani (d. 444/1053) notes that in his time even many
religious scholars did not distinguish [Â] from [∂] in pronunciation.38

The expectations of stricter scholars remained high, however, for al-
Dani’s contemporary in Iraq, Ibn Suhayl (fl. 420/1030),39 empha-
sized the proper lateral pronunciation of [∂]. He describes the letter
as articulated ‘from the corner of the mouth (min al-shidq) with the
middle of the tongue (bi-wasa† al-lisan)’ on either the right or left
side.40 [Å], on the other hand, is pronounced with the end (†araf∞∞∞) of
the tongue.41

Al-∑aÌib Isma¨il b. ¨Abbad cuts one of the most fascinating figures
in medieval Islamic history. A onetime government scribe of Iranian
birth who rose to become the grand vizier of the Buyid dynasty in
Iran and Iraq, his political power was matched only by his accom-
plished interests in Arabic poetry, prose and lexicography.42 Among
al-∑aÌib’s extensive writings on matters ranging from Muslim creed
to poetry is his famous dictionary, al-MuÌi† bi-al-lugha (The Encom-
passing Work on Language), which attracted immediate attention

37 Abu ¨Umar MuÌammad b. ¨Abd al-WaÌid al-Zahid, al-Farq ma bayn al-Âa’
wa-al-∂ad, MS 3141 Laleli, Süleymaniye Library, Istanbul, 67b; al-∑aÌib Isma¨il b.
¨Abbad, al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, ed. MuÌammad Îasan Al-Yasin (Baghdad
1377/1958), 3.

38 Abu ¨Amr ¨Uthman b. Sa¨id al-Dani, al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, ed.
AÌmad Kishk (Cairo 1410/1989), 59.

39 I have not been able to fix the exact death date of Ibn Suhayl, whose full
name was Abu al-Faraj MuÌammad b. ¨Ubaydallah Ibn Suhayl al-NaÌwi. He may
be the same Abu al-Faraj MuÌammad b. ¨Ubaydallah b. al-Îasan al-BaÒri al-NaÌwi
(d. 499/1105), a judge in Basra who studied jurisprudence with Abu IsÌaq al-Shirazi
and al-Mawardi; Jalal al-Din al-Suyu†i, Kitab Bughyat al-wu¨at fi †abaqat al-
lughawiyyin wa-al-nuÌat, ed. MuÌammad Amin al-Khanji (Cairo 1326/[1908]), 72.

40 Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 289.
41 Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 311.
42 See Cl. Cahen and Ch. Pellat, ‘Ibn ¨Abbad’, EI2; Pellat, ‘al-∑aÌib Ibn ¨Abbad’,

in Julia Ashtiany et al. (eds), The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature: ¨Abbasid
Belles Lettres (New York 1990), 96–107; Yaqut al-Hamawi, Irshad al-arib ila ma¨ri-
fat al-adib al-ma¨ruf bi-mu¨jam al-udaba’, ed. D.S. Margoliouth vol. 2 (Leiden
1909), 273–343.
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from scholars.43 Although some scholars have questioned al-∑aÌib’s
authorship of al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, we have early corrobora-
tion that al-∑aÌib did in fact pen the book.44 The scholar Ibn Suhayl,
writing only a generation after al-∑aÌib, mentions his book on the
two letters and some of the rare words he included in it.45

Abu ¨Umar al-Zahid presents a more problematic historical per-
sona, for al-Kha†ib al-Baghdadi (d. 463/1071) explains that some ma-
terial was incorrectly attributed to him. It was widely reported that
some of al-Zahid’s peers did not trust him on language issues, but
there are also stories of him besting the great philologist Ibn Durayd
(d. 321/933) in poetry and grammar. In addition to serving as tutor to
the children of the Baghdad elite, al-Zahid was an important Îadith
transmitter in Baghdad and the major source for people to learn the
oeuvre of the famous poet and philologist AÌmad b. YaÌya al-Tha¨lab
(d. 291/804). There is no note, however, of his having written a book
on ∂ad and Âa’.46 A critical factor in determining whether or not al-
Zahid actually wrote the ∂ad / Âa’ text attributed to him is thus deter-
mining whether the work predates al-∑aÌib’s established text.

Indeed, al-∑aÌib’s work and the Istanbul text attributed to al-
Zahid actually represent two versions of the same book. The texts are
most often identical, with noticeable intentional alterations in al-
∑aÌib’s work. I believe that the Istanbul text clearly constitutes the
earlier version of the book and that al-∑aÌib revised it. Al-∑aÌib’s
work builds on and reacts to the Istanbul text, with important differ-
ences between the two books including:

1. Al-∑aÌib’s work adds numerous clarifications to definitions as
well as literary vignettes.47

43 Jamal al-Din Abu al-Îasan ¨Ali b. Yusuf al-Qif†i, Inbah al-ruwat ¨ala anbah
al-nuÌat, ed. MuÌammad Abu al-Fa∂l Ibrahim (Cairo 1369/1950), 1:202–3.

44 Ibn al-Anbari, Zinat al-fu∂ala’, 23 (editor’s introduction).
45 Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 320.
46 Al-Kha†ib al-Baghdadi, Tarikh Baghdad, ed. MuÒ†afa ¨Abd al-Qadir ¨A†a (Bei-

rut 1417/1997), 3:159–62; al-Yaqut al-Hamawi, Irshad al-arib ila ma¨rifat al-adib
al-ma¨ruf bi-mu¨jam al-udaba’, ed. D.S. Margoliouth vol. 7 (London 1926), 26–30;
¨Abd al-RaÌman Ibn al-Jawzi, al-MuntaÂam fi tarikh al-umum wa-al-muluk, ed.
MuÌammad ¨Abd al-Qadir ¨A†a and MuÒ†afa ¨Abd al-Qadir ¨A†a (19 vols, Beirut
1412/1992), 14:103–6; Shams al-Din al-Dhahabi, Tadhkirat al-ÌuffaÂ, ed. Zaka-
riyya ¨Umayrat (4 vols in 2 Beirut 1419/1998), 3:61–2; idem, Siyar a¨lam al-nuba-
la’, ed. Shu¨ayb Arna’u† and Ibrahim al-Zaybaq (25 vols, Beirut 1419/1998), 15:
508–13; Ibn Îajar al-¨Asqalani, Lisan al-mizan (7 vols, Damascus [n.d.]), 5:268–9;
Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 8 (Leiden 1982), 154–8.

47 See, for example, a story that al-∑aÌib introduces about the caliph Mu¨awiya;
al-Zahid, al-Farq, 74b; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 24–5.
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2. Al-∑aÌib found a bizarre [Â] counterpart for a word that the Is-
tanbul text lacks: [Â – ¨ – n]. This entailed moving the entry
from the section for words with no [Â] counterparts to the ear-
lier section on minimal pairs.48 This clearly constitutes a reor-
ganization and addition of information to an existing text.

3. Al-∑aÌib adds an entire entry for [bay∂] / [bayÂ], providing the
earliest known attestation for the [Â] form of this pair.

4. Al-∑aÌib’s work removes all citations from the grammarian Abu
¨Abdallah MuÌammad b. al-Mu¨alla al-Azdi (fl. mid 300/900s),
several of which are lengthy.49 Al-∑aÌib, however, retains one of
al-Azdi’s statements buts omits any citation of the scholar.50

This strongly suggests a redactor selectively editing an existing
text that included the original citations from al-Azdi. The fact
that al-∑aÌib seems to have plagiarized the work wholesale
from al-Zahid suggests a reason for omitting these references:
al-∑aÌib was probably born too late to study with al-Azdi.
Since the citations from al-Azdi are direct (ex. ‘al-Azdi told
me’), al-∑aÌib knew that retaining al-Zahid’s direct transmis-
sions from al-Azdi would cast suspicion on his authorship of
the book.

The fact that the Istanbul text precedes al-∑aÌib’s established work but
was written by a contemporary of al-Azdi who had studied with him
strongly suggests that it is the product of the early to mid tenth cen-
tury CE. Since this was the period in which al-Zahid was active, there
is little reason to doubt the attribution of the Istanbul text to him.

Other Early Works on ∆ad / Åa’

Al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib’s works represent early instalments in an en-
during genre of books on the difference between ∂ad and Âa’. In ad-
dition to the two above-mentioned texts that predated al-Zahid, the
other works on the subject are:

48 See al-Zahid, al-Farq, 73b, 74a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 20.
49 I have not been able to fix al-Azdi’s (al-∑afadi refers to him as al-Asadi) death

date exactly. He was one of MuÌammad b. al-Îasan Ibn Durayd’s (d. 321/933)
students, which means that he probably flourished during the first half of the tenth
century CE. Although this means that both al-∑aÌib and al-Zahid could have con-
ceivably studied with him, al-∑aÌib’s treatment of al-Azdi’s citations suggests that
only al-Zahid did; Khalil b. Aybak al-∑afadi, al-Wafi bi-al-wafayat, ed. S. Dedering
(Beirut 1389/1970), 5:43; al-Suyu†i, Bughyat al-wu¨at, 106; Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte
des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 2 (Leiden 1975), 2:249; ibid. vol. 8, 112.

50 See al-Zahid, al-Farq, 76a.
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1. MuÌammad b. al-Îasan b. MuÌammad al-Jarbadhqani (fl. 370/
980): al-RawÌa fi al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad.51

2. Abu ¨Abdallah MuÌammad b. Ja¨far al-Qazzaz (d. 412/1021):
Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’ (not extant).52

3. Abu al-Faraj MuÌammad b. ¨Ubaydallah Ibn Suhayl al-NaÌwi (fl.
420/1030): Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’.53

4. Abu al-FatÌ AÌmad b. Mu†arrif b. IsÌaq al-¨Asqalani (d. 413/
1022): Risala fi al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’ (not extant).54

5. Abu ¨Amr ¨Uthman al-Dani (d. 444/1053): al-Farq bayn al-∂ad
wa-al-Âa’.55

6. Abu al-Qasim Murajji b. Kawthar al-BaÒri (d. 449/1057–8):
Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’ (not extant).56

7. Abu al-Qasim Sa¨d b. ¨Ali al-Zanjani (d. 470/1077–8): Ma¨rifat
ma yuktabu bi-∂ad wa-Âa’.57

8. MuÌammad b. AÌmad b. Su¨ud al-AnÒari al-Dani (fl. 470/1080):
al-Iqti∂a’ li-al-farq bayn al-dhal wa-al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’ (not extant).58

9. Abu al-Îasan ¨Ali b. Abi al-Faraj al-∑aqalli al-Qaysi, (d.c. 470/
1080): Kitab fi ma¨rifat al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’.59

10. Abu MuÌammad al-Qasim b. ¨Ali al-Îariri (d. 516/1122): poem
of all the words featuring [Â] (not extant).60

11. Abu MuÌammad ¨Abdallah b. MuÌammad al-Ba†alyawsi (d. 521/
1127): al-Farq bayn al-Ìuruf al-khamsa: al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad wa-al-
dhal wa-al-sin wa-al-Òad.61

51 MuÌammad b. Îasan al-Jarbadhqani, Kitab al-RawÌa fi al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, MS
Fatih 5194, Süleymaniye Library, Istanbul. This book has been mistitled in the
Süleymaniye catalogue and in Sezgin’s Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, (see,
ibid. 8:205) as RawÌat fi al-†a’ wa-al-∂ad. The book in fact deals with the letters Âa’
and ∂ad. The work has been published by Fuat Sezgin in a rare edition: MuÌammad
b. Îasan al-Jarbadhqani, Kitab al-RawÌa, ed. Fuat Sezgin (Frankfurt 1985).

52 Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, 8:250; Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-
¨arab (15 vols, Beirut [1955–6]), 7:455 (entry for [q-r-Â]).

53 See n. 3 above.
54 Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, 8:245.
55 Abu ¨Amr ¨Uthman al-Dani, al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, ed. AÌmad Kishk

(Cairo 1410/1989).
56 Yaqut, Irshad al-arib ila ma¨rifat al-adib al-ma¨ruf bi-mu¨jam al-udaba’, 7:159.
57 Abu al-Qasim Sa¨d b. ¨Ali al-Zanjani, Ma¨rifat ma yuktabu bi-∂ad wa-Âa’, MS

202 lugha, Taymuriyya Collection, Cairo.
58 Abu ¨Abdallah MuÌammad b. MuÌammad al-Marrakushi (d. 701/1303), al-

Dhayl wa-al-takmila li-Kitabay al-MawÒul wa-al-∑ila, ed. IÌsan ¨Abbas (8 vols, Bei-
rut [1964]–1965), 5:2: 641–2.

59 Abu al-Îasan ¨Ali b. Abi al-Faraj al-∑aqalli al-Qaysi, Kitab fi ma¨rifat al-∂ad
wa-al-Âa’, ed. Îatim ∑aliÌ al-∆amin (Beirut, 1405/1985).

60 Al-Suyu†i, al-Muzhir fi ¨ulum al-lugha wa-anwa¨iha, 2:286–8.
61 Abu MuÌammad ¨Abdallah b. MuÌammad al-Ba†alyawsi, al-Farq bayn al-

Ìuruf al-khamsa: al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad wa-al-dhal wa-al-sin wa-al-Òad, ed. ¨Abdallah al-
NaÒir (Beirut 1404/1984).
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12. Mawhub b. AÌmad al-Jawaliqi (d. 540/1145): Risala fima yuqalu
bi-al-Âa’ al-mu¨jama.62

13. Abu ¨Abdallah MuÌammad b. ¨Ali Ibn Îamida (d. 550/1155–6):
al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’ (not extant).63

14. Abu al-Fa∂l YaÌya b. Salama al-ÎaÒkafi (d. 551/1156–7): Ma
yuqra’u bi-al-∂ad al-mu¨jama.64

15. Abu NaÒr MuÌammad b. AÌmad al-Farrukhi (d. 557/1161–2):
ManÂuma fi al-farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’.65

16. Abu MuÌammad Sa¨id b. al-Mubarak Ibn al-Dahhan (d. 569/
1173–4): al-Ghaniyya fi al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’ (not extant).66

17. Abu al-Barakat Ibn al-Anbari (d. 577/1181): Zinat al-fu∂ala’ fi al-
farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’.67

18. MuÌammad b. Nashwan al-Îimyari (d. 610/1213–14): al-Farq
bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’.68

19. Abu al-FutuÌ NaÒr b. MuÌammad al-MawÒili (d. 630/1232):
Risala fi al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’ (not extant).69

20. Abu Bakr al-∑adafi al-Qarawi (d. 634/1237): al-Farq bayn al-∂ad
wa-al-Âa’.70

21. Abu al-Îasan ¨Ali b. Yusuf al-Qif†i (d. 646/1249): Kitab al-∆ad
wa-al-Âa’ (not extant).71

22. Jamal al-Din Ibn Malik (d. 672/1274): Urjuza fi al-farq bayn al-
∂ad wa-al-Âa’.72

23. ––: al-I¨timad fi naÂa’ir al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad.73

24. Athir al-Din Abu Îayyan MuÌammad b. Yusuf al-Andalusi (d.
775/1373–4): al-Irti∂a’ fi al-farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’.74

62 Al-Qaysi, Kitab fi ma¨rifat al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, 9 (editor’s introduction); Rama-
zan ≤e≥en (ed.), Nawadir al-makh†u†at al-¨arabiyya fi maktabat turkiyya (3 vols, Bei-
rut 1975–82), 1:419.

63 Yaqut, Irshad al-arib ila ma¨rifat al-adib al-ma¨ruf bi-mu¨jam al-udaba’, 7:41.
64 MS 327 lugha, Taymuriyya Library, Cairo.
65 MS 327 lugha, Taymuriyya Library, Cairo.
66 Abu al-¨Abbas AÌmad b. MuÌammad Ibn Khallikan (d. 681/1282), Wafayat

al-a¨yan wa-anba’ abna’ al-zaman, ed. IÌsan ¨Abbas (8 vols, Beirut [1968]), 2:382.
67 See n. 9 above.
68 MuÌammad b. Nashwan al-Îimyari, al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, ed.

MuÌammad Îasan Al-Yasin (Baghdad 1961).
69 Al-Suyu†i, Bughyat al-wu¨at, 403.
70 Abu Bakr al-∑afadi al-Qarawi, al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, MS Fatih 5413/

7, Süleymaniye Library, Istanbul.
71 ¨Abd al-Tawwab, ed. Zinat al-fu∂ala’, 31 (editor’s intro).
72 Ibn Malik, ‘Urjuza fi al-farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’,’ ed. ™aha MuÌsin, al-

Mawrid 15:4 (1986), 95–122.
73 Ibn Malik, al-I¨timad fi naÂa’ir al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad, ed. Îatim ∑aliÌ al-∆amin

(Beirut 1404/1984).
74 Printed in same edition as al-Îimyari, see n. 68.
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25. ¨Abdallah b. ¨Ali al-Shaybani al-MawÒili (d. 796/1394–5): al-Farq
bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’.75

26. Abu al-¨Abbas AÌmad al-Qalqashandi (d. 821/1418): section in
his ∑ubÌ al-a¨sha’ fi Òina¨at al-insha’.76

27. Ibn al-Najjar Shams al-Din MuÌammad b. AÌmad (d. c. 870/
1465): Risala fi al-farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’ fi tilawat al-Qur’an
al-karim.77

28. YaÌya b. ¨Umar al-Makki al-Qurashi (d. 885/1481): Ma yuktabu
bi-al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’ ma¨a ikhtilaf al-ma¨na.78

29. Muhadhdhab al-Din Shamim al-Îalwi (fl. Mamluk period?):
QaÒida tufarriqu bayn al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad.79

30. Pseudo Ibn Qutayba, Urjuzat al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad (probably Mamluk
period).80

31. ¨Ali b. Sulayman al-Muqri’ al-ManÒuri (d. 1134/1722): Radd al-
ilÌad fi al-nu†q bi-al-∂ad.81

32. MuÌammad b. Isma¨il al-Azmiri (d.??): Risalat al-Azmiri fi ibdal
al-∂ad bi-al-Âa’.82

33. Abu al-Îasan MuÌammad b. ¨Ali al-Katib: QaÒida fi al-farq bayn
al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad.83

These works on ∂ad and Âa’ fall into four subgenres. The earliest
books, the tenth-century CE texts of al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib, represent
a genre that was as subtle and multivalent as the rich Islamic literary
and scholarly culture of the Abbasid period. The authors introduce
their work by bemoaning the sad state of the Arabic language in

75 ¨Abdallah b. ¨Ali al-Shaybani al-MawÒili, al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’, ed.
Îatim ∑aliÌ al-∆amin (Damascus 2003).

76 C.E. Bosworth, ‘A Mamluk Text on the Orthographic Distinction between
∆ad and Åa’’, Orientalia Hispanica (Leiden 1974), 135–49.

77 ∑alaÌ MuÌammad al-Khaymi, Fihris makh†u†at Dar al-Kutub al-Åahiriyya:
¨ulum al-Qur’an al-karim (3 vols, Damascus 1403/1983), 1:188 (MS #5987).

78 MS 259 Taymuriyya Library, Dar al-Kutub, Cairo: fols. 29–58.
79 Muhadhdhab al-Din Shamim al-Îalwi, QaÒida tufarriqu bayn al-Âa’ wa-al-

∂ad, MS Fatih 5413/8, Süleymaniye Library, Istanbul: fols. 166b–7a.
80 This work on ∂/Â minimal pairs is attributed to the famous litterateur and

scholar Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889). This consists of a poem defining these minimal
pairs in verse form. The editor of the text, Dawud al-Chalabi al-MawÒili, found the
book in a manuscript notebook in Mosul and published it as Urjuzat al-Âa’ wa-al-
∂ad in 1929. I feel this attribution to Ibn Qutayba, however, is faulty and that the
work actually dates from much later. It uses the poetry-style of pedagogy that be-
came common in the late Ayyubid and early Mamluk periods and also includes
some words that do not appear at all in al-Zahid or al-∑aÌib’s book, such as Âadd/
∂add; Pseudo Ibn Qutayba, ‘Urjuzat al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad,’ Lughat al-¨arab 7:6 (1929),
471–3.

81 Al-Khaymi, Fihris, 1:169 (MS # 307).
82 Al-Khaymi, Fihris, 171 (MS #5351).
83 ≤e≥en, Nawadir al-makh†u†at al-¨arabiyya, 1:232.
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their time, namely the inability of scribes and other participants in
lettered culture to master or preserve the richness of Islam’s language.
They present their work as an effort to aid readers in distinguishing
between words with ∂ad and Âa’ and stem the tide of decline. Al-
though a scribe might genuinely benefit from reading al-Zahid and
al-∑aÌib’s books, they are as much an act of participation in high cul-
ture as they are attempts to protect it. The books are brief, pleasant
to read and provide ample opportunities for the two authors to
showcase their unique knowledge of obscure words and verses of po-
etry.84 This wordsmithing subgenre would become more explicitly
appreciative in later centuries, when serious grammarians like Ibn
Malik and Pseudo-Ibn Qutayba would pen occasional small poems
about ∂ad / Âa’ minimal pairs for literary enjoyment (mulÌa).

Another subgenre was more seriously philological. Exemplified by
Ibn Suhayl’s work, that of al-Dani, al-Ba†alyawsi as well as Ibn
Malik’s more profound al-I¨timad fi naÂa’ir al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad, this
subgenre focused more specifically on scholarly questions of usage.
Ibn Suhayl, for example, states that his teacher asked him to write a
∂ad / Âa’ book that focused on words used in ordinary speech as op-
posed to lexical rarities or unusual (waÌshi∞) language.85

Another subgenre that aimed at a serious scholarly objective con-
sisted of books designed to improve the distinction between and pro-
nunciation of the ∂ad and Âa’ in reading the Qur’an. Al-ManÒuri’s
Radd al-ilÌad fi al-nu†q bi-al-∂ad and Ibn al-Najjar’s Risala fi al-farq
bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’ fi tilawat al-Qur’an al-karim exemplify this
subgenre, with the former presenting a rebuttal of earlier scholars
who had approved of the ‘weak ∂ad∞’ pronunciation (which al-
ManÒuri, like Ibn Ya¨ish [d. 643/1245], describes as a phoneme pro-
nounced between the lateral ∂ad and Âa’∞).86

Finally, the mammoth RawÌa fi al-Âa’ wa-al-∂ad of al-Jarbadhqani
(fl. 370/980) is sui generis. The work is exhaustive rather than practi-
cal or enjoyable. The manuscript of this massive work consists of 307
folios in which the author provides extremely lengthy definitions of
all words including [∂] or [Â]. The book is thus by far the largest
work on the subject. Interestingly, al-Jarbadhqani draws almost en-
tirely on the great early lexicographer ¨Abd al-Malik al-AÒma¨i
(d. 213/828).

84 For a discussion of how adab was designed to entertain through education,
see Marshall Hodgson, The Venture of Islam (3 vols, Chicago 1974), 1:466.

85 Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 289.
86 Al-Khaymi, Fihris, 1:186.
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Dating Lexical Data from al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib’s Texts

In general, we can date material taken from al-Zahid’s book to the
author’s career in the early tenth century CE at the very latest. Mate-
rial from al-∑aÌib’s book that he himself introduced to al-Zahid’s
work we can only date confidently from the mid tenth century CE at
the latest. Al-∑aÌib and al-Zahid’s works, however, do not provide
unprecedented definitions for all the words they include. In many
cases, the two authors draw their definitions directly from the earli-
est surviving Arabic dictionary: the Kitab al-¨Ayn of al-Khalil b.
AÌmad (d. 160/776 or 170/786 or 175/791) of Basra. Although
this lexicon has always been associated with al-Khalil, and he cer-
tainly provided one of the major sources for its contents, the work
was truly compiled and edited by his student Abu al-Layth al-
Samarqandi (d. c. 187/803). Even after it left his hands, however, the
Kitab al-¨Ayn was once again reworked by one Abu Mu¨adh
¨Abdallah b. ¨A’idh (fl. 185/800) circa 815 CE.87 In cases where al-
Zahid or al-∑aÌib draws on the Kitab al-¨Ayn, we can thus date the
material to the late eighth century CE at the latest.

Dating this lexical material from the authors’ career is a secure but
certainly very conservative approach. Even for material in al-Zahid
and al-∑aÌib’s books not taken from the Kitab al-¨Ayn or a demon-
strably earlier source, there is still compelling reason to believe that it
was in use long before the careers of the two authors. Although we
may have no datable evidence for earlier usage of these definitions, it
is highly probably that such lexical rarities would have been derived
from poetry collected from Bedouins by earlier lexicographers in the
eighth and ninth centuries CE. Corriente bases his dating of the
delateralization of /∂/ on this supposition. He contends that word
pairs where the [l] and [∂] appear as allophones demonstrate that the
delateralization occurred before the first lexicographer recorded the
definition of these words. What the lexicographer heard as two sepa-
rate words was actually the same word pronounced in two dialectical
variations of the original /∂/. Corriente thus dates this material from
before the careers of early lexicographers, between ‘the Umayyad pe-
riod and the ninth century [CE]’.88

87 R. Sellheim, ‘Al-Khalil b. AÌmad’, EI2; John A. Haywood, Arabic Lexicogra-
phy (Leiden 1980), 22–6; G. Troupeau, ‘A propos des grammairiens cités par
Sibawayhi dans le Kitab’, Arabica 8 (1961), 309–12; cf. M.G. Carter, ‘Les origines
de la grammaire arabe’, Revue des Etudes Islamiques 40 (1972), 69–97.

88 Corriente, ‘∆ – L Doublets’, 54–5.
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Lexicographers of al-Zahid's and al-∑aÌib’s time, however, were
very capable of adding new material to existing data, and we must
admit the possibility that many of the words that they included in
their works were recently manufactured ‘rarities’ to provide scholars
and litterateurs with interesting fodder. We must thus err on the side
of caution, and fix al-Zahid's or al-∑aÌib’s careers as the terminus ante
quem for lexical material not found in the Kitab al-¨Ayn or attested in
earlier texts.

Scholars like Rafael Talmon have demonstrated the problematic
nature of statements attributed to early philological authorities such
as al-Khalil b. AÌmad and Sibawayhi in later philological works.89

These early foundational figures in the Arabic grammar tradition
proved effective legitimizers for later explanations of linguistic phe-
nomena, and we cannot treat statements attributed to them by later
philologists as authentic without examination. In dating the [∂] – [Â]
merger we will thus not rely on any attributions for which we have
no synchronic textual attestation in surviving works. Unattested
comments still yield great utility, however, on the less chronologically
sensitive topic of understanding the manner in which participants in
the Arabic lexical tradition reacted to [∂] – [Â] free variation.

Compelling Word Pairs

1. /BAY∆/: egg → [bay∂ / bayÂ]:
mid 900s CE terminus ante quem

The [∂] version of this pair is extremely well attested. ‘Bay∂∞’ gener-
ally denotes ‘egg’, and is widely used in this sense. It also has the
common derivative meaning of ‘white (abya∂∞).’ Al-∑aÌib seems to
have been the first lexicographer to note the specialized [Â] form of
the word, however, as it does not appear in al-Zahid’s text, the
RawÌa of al-Jarbadhqani or Khalil b. AÌmad’s Kitab al-Ayn. [BayÂ]
certainly ranks among the rarest and most poorly attested words in
Arabic.90 The famous lexicographer AÌmad Ibn Faris (d. 395/1004)
wrote, ‘I do not know [it] from the correct speech of the Arabs.91

89 See Rafael Talmon, ‘A Problematic Passage in Sibawayhi’s al-Kitab and the
Authenticity of AÌbar about the Early History of Arabic Grammatical Thinking’,
Journal of the American Oriental Society 104: 4 (1984), 691–701.

90 See Lisan al-¨arab’s very limited definition; Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab, 7:437,
452.

91 Abu al-Îusayn AÌmad b. Faris, Mu¨jam maqayis al-lugha, ed. ¨Abd al-Salam
MuÌammad Harun, 6 vols. (Beirut 1411/1991), 1:367.
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This [Â] form, however, is clearly a dialectical variation of the [∂]
form, denoting ‘sperm/semen (lit. ‘the water of a stallion/male [ma’
al-faÌl∞])’ or ‘ant egg’ in al-∑aÌib’s al-Farq bayn al-∂ad wa-al-Âa’.92 In
his al-MuÌi†, al-∑aÌib omits the ‘ant egg’ definition and limits the
word to ‘semen (ma’ al-rajul∞) or a woman’s womb.’93 Several decades
later, Ibn Suhayl repeats this definition, noting bayÂ as ‘semen (ma’
al-rajul∞).’94

2. /∆AFR/: a broad-based and tall sand dune → [∂afr /Âafr]:
early 900s CE terminus ante quem

Although the root [∂ – f – r] generally denotes ‘braiding,’ al-Zahid
and al-∑aÌib note an isolated and rare usage of the word [∂afr] as ‘a
broad-based and tall sand dune’. Both note that this word can also
be written or pronounced with a [Â].95 This free variation, however,
occurs only in this word and not in other words derived from the
two roots. The Kitab al-¨Ayn does not mention this dialectical differ-
ence, although there appears to be no entry on the very common
root [Â – f – r] in the Baghdad edition of the work.96 The Lisan al-
¨arab also fails to mention this variation.97 Al-∑aÌib was clearly rely-
ing on al-Zahid for this information on the dialectical variation, for
he makes no independent mention of it in his al-MuÌi†.98

3. /Å – H – R/: outer, manifest → [Â – h – r] / [∂ahr]:
late 700s CE terminus ante quem

The root [Â – h – r] is very widely attested in Arabic, generally de-
noting ‘outward or apparent nature.’ The word [∂ahr], however, is
extremely rare and appears to be an archaic word of desert origin. Al-
Zahid and al-∑aÌib define it as the part of the rock of an out-

92 Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 22–3.
93 Al-∑aÌib Isma¨il b. ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi† fi al-lugha, ed. MuÌammad Îasan Al-

Yasin (11 vols, Beirut, 1414/1994); 8:54, 10:47. See also, al-Khalil b. AÌmad (with
addenda), Tartib kitab al-¨ayn, ed. MuÌammad Îasan Buka’i (Qom, 1993), 102
(the Iranian edition adds ‘ma’ al-rajul,’ but the author says he has not heard a verb
from it or an attested plural); idem, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 7:68 (for b – y – ∂).

94 Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 320.
95 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 73a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 22.
96 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 7:27–8; idem, Tartib kitab al-¨ayn, 502–3.
97 See Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab; 4:518–20, 490.
98 There is some mix-up here, either on the part of the author or the editor,

because in the MuÌi† al-∑aÌib says that the word taÂafara means ‘cooperation
(ta¨awun),’ while in his al-Farq he follows al-Zahid by insisting that only the [∂]
version of the word (ta∂afara) renders that meaning; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi†; 8:6;
10:25; idem, al-Farq, 22.
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cropping or mountain that differs in colour from its internal compo-
sition (jibilla).99 Both al-∑aÌib and al-Zahid evidently took this defi-
nition verbatim from al-Khalil’s Kitab al-¨Ayn.100 Al-Jarbadhqani also
quotes al-AÒma¨i for the same definition verbatim, glossing it else-
where as ‘a chipped hole in a mountain (nuqra fi jabal)’.101 Interest-
ingly, in his extremely short entry on [∂ahr] in the Lisan al-¨arab, Ibn
ManÂur (d. 711/1311–12) also quotes the famous philologist al-
Kisa’i (d. 189/805) as defining the word as ‘a tortoise shell’.102

This archaic word [∂ahr], which we can date back at least to the
late eighth century CE through the Kitab al-¨Ayn may be what geolo-
gists and archaeologists call ‘desert varnish,’ or the discoloration of
the outer layer of a rock exposed to the desert sun. The difference in
colour between this outer layer and the underlying rock is central in
creating petroglyphs, since it allows for a colour difference between
the face of the rock and cut relief.

4. /∆ – R – R/: harmful, dangerous → [∂ – r – r] / [Â – r – r]:
early 800s CE terminus ante quem

The root [∂ – r – r] is well attested in Arabic and other Semitic lan-
guages as denoting ‘harm,’ with Bergstrasser asserting that its origins
lie in the Proto-Semitic root for ‘rival wife.’103 The [∂ – r – r] root
thus appears in manifold permutations in Arabic. The [Â] counter-
part words, however, are rare and tied to obscure Bedouin usages.
[MaÂarrat] denotes a rock with a sharp edge like a knife, occurring in
an instrumental case (ism al-ala). [Åarir] is an area of ground charac-
terized by sharp, knife-like rocks (makan al-Ìazn). [MaÂrura] (lit. cut
with a sharp rock, feminine form) indicates a female camel on whose
vagina a small pimple-like cist has grown. The link to the notion
of sharpness/harm is that this cist is cut off with a sharp rock
(maÂarra).104 [Åirr] appears more commonly as a sharp flint. In his
al-MuÌi† al-∑aÌib notes that the root can appear as the verb ‘to
slaughter (dhabaÌ),’ based on a Prophetic tradition in which the root

99 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 72b – a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 18; idem, al-MuÌi†, 3:400.
100 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 1:287; 3:406. The Kitab al-¨Ayn defines ∂ahr as ‘a

place in a mountain, or a characteristic [part] of a rock of a mountain that differs
with its internal composition (maw∂i¨ fi al-jabal, khilqatun fi al-jabal min Òakhrin
yukhalifu jiballatahu)’.

101 Al-Jarbadhqani, al-RawÌa; 11a, 143b.
102 Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab, 4:494. Ibn ManÂur cites an ‘¨Ali b. Îamza’,

whom I assume is Abu al-Îasan ¨Ali b. Îamza al-Kisa’i.
103 Bergstrasser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, 210–11.
104 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 71a–72b; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 16.
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is used to describe a sharp rock (Âirar) that can be used for that pur-
pose.105 Although the Kitab al-¨Ayn has no entry on the [Â] version,
this Ìadith is attested in Ibn Îanbal’s (d. 241/855) Musnad.106 Ibn
Suhayl seconds al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib’s definitions for Âarir as ‘a place
in which there are sharp rocks (Âurar),’ which he describes as ‘a rock
that fills the palm of one’s hand and may be used to slaughter ani-
mals (Ìijara mal’ al-kaff wa-rubbama yudhbaÌu biha).’107

5. /F – Y – ∆/: to flood out, pour out → [faÂ]:
early 700s CE terminus ante quem

The root [f – y – ∂] is well attested in Arabic in the field of ‘flooding
out,’ and ‘flowing amply.’ The lemma [faÂ], however, is extremely
rare and limited to one usage only: ‘to die, a soul leaving the
body.’108 Al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib define the word as describing the
soul’s exiting the body upon death, and it thus appears in its femi-
nine form (matching the feminine word for the verb’s subject, soul,
ruÌ). In his al-MuÌi†, al-∑aÌib even notes a causative usage in which
God causes the soul to leave the body (afaÂa Allahu nafsahu).109 Al-
though both al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib feature this definition, this word
does not appear in the Kitab al-¨Ayn.

Of all the words appearing in these two texts, however, we can
nonetheless assign the earliest date for the usage of [faÂ]. In the al-
Sira al-nabawiyya (Biography of the Prophet) of Ibn IsÌaq (d. 150/
767), edited by Ibn Hisham (d. 218/833 or 213/828), [faÂ] is used
by a Jewish woman from the oasis town of Khaybar, north of
Medina, to mean ‘die’.110 This provides not only a terminus ante
quem in the mid eighth century CE for the word [faÂ], it also sup-
ports the conclusion that this word represented a dialectical variation
of its [∂] counterpart that was preserved as a lexical oddity by histori-
ans fascinated by its usage in the Prophet’s biography. Further sug-
gesting a matter of dialectic variation, early philologists seem to have
contended at length over this word. Al-Ba†alyawsi quotes the early

105 Ibn ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi†, 10:7–8; see Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab, 4:517.
106 AÌmad, Tartib Kitab al-¨ayn, 502; Musnad AÌmad Ibn Îanbal: 4:256

(Wensinck citation).
107 Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 321.
108 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 71b–a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 15–16; Ibn ManÂur, Lisan

al-¨arab, 7:452–4.
109 Ibn ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi†, 10:43.
110 Ibn Hisham, al-Sira al-nabawiyya, ed. Jamal Thabit et al. (5 vols, Cairo,

1419/1998), 3:246.
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Arab philologist al-Mubarrad (d. 286/900) as saying that only the
tribe of Banu ∆abba used the [Â] version to indicate the soul leaving
the body (all others said ‘fa∂at al-ruÌ’).111 Al-Farra’ (d. 207/822) says
that the [Â] version is better, with only the Tamim and Kalb tribes
saying ‘fa∂at al-nafs∞' (the soul exited).112 Another famous early Arab
philologist, al-AÒma¨i, also noted this definition. He contends, how-
ever, that the verb does not represent the act of the soul leaving the
body, but simply of the person dying. Like the others, however, al-
AÒma¨i notes the dialectical variation and that some Arabs say
‘fa∂at.’113

6. / ¨ – ∆ – ∆/: to bite → [∞¨ – Â – Â]:
late 700s CE terminus ante quem

The root [¨ – ∂ – ∂] is widely attested in Arabic as ‘to bite’ or ‘to cling
onto with one’s teeth.’114 The [Â] version, however, is rare, denoting
‘to harm or afflict.’ Both al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib take their definitions
from the Kitab al-¨Ayn, where it is defined as ‘severity and war (al-
shidda wa-al-Ìarb).’115 Al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib complain that the two
words are sometimes incorrectly interchanged in poetry.116 The Kitab
al-¨Ayn, however, admits a clear semantic relationship, explaining
that it is ‘as if it is from the war “biting,” but these two [words] are
not distinguished as da¨atha (water bloating, illness) and da¨aÂa (deep
sexual penetration) are, because of the difference in these [latter] two
usages (wa∂¨ayn)’. Al-Khalil thus argues that the seeming similarity
between the two roots is really just the result of unfortunately similar
meanings. He admits, however, that they are also dialectical varia-
tions.117 Interestingly, Ibn Suhayl further admits the relation between
the two words in his efforts to distinguish between them: [∞¨ – ∂ – ∂]
means biting on something as far back as one’s molars, while [∞¨ – Â –
Â] only denotes biting with the front of the mouth (bi-jami¨
shafatayka). He adds that the [Â] version is also specifically for use
with the word ‘war.’118

111 Al-Ba†alyawsi, al-Farq bayn al-Ìuruf al-khamsa, 177.
112 Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab, 7: 453.
113 Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 317.
114 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 1:72; Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 306.
115 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 67a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 4–5; idem, al-MuÌi†, 1:77, 88;

AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 1:83.
116 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 67a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 4–5.
117 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 1:83.
118 Ibn Suhayl, Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’, 321.
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7. /[Q – R –∆/: poetry recitation → [q – rr – Â]:
late 700s CE terminus ante quem

The root [q – r – ∂] is widely attested in Arabic as denoting ‘lending,
loan.’ The rare derivation qari∂, however, specifically means ‘epic
poem (qaÒid),’ and qar∂ ‘the recitation (nu†q) of poetry.’ In the classi-
cal period, the corresponding [Â] root generally denoted a specific
type of leaf used for dying and was common as a name (ex. qariÂ,
qurayÂa). Both al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib, however, indicate a primary
meaning as ‘panegyric, praising a person.’119 This is attested in a
Ìadith from the Musnad of AÌmad b. Îanbal (d. 241/855) in which
the Prophet warns against ‘praising me (tuqarriÂuni) unduly’, like the
Christians praised Jesus.120 For this usage al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib use
the causative (form II) of the verb [q – rr – Â / taqriÂ]. This defini-
tion is paraphrased from the Kitab al-¨Ayn, which defines [q-r-Â] first
as a leaf used for dying but then adds ‘extreme praise for your
brother, and severely ornamenting (tazyin) his person’. The Kitab al-
¨Ayn also provides the same rare usage for [q – r – ∂] as al-Zahid and
al-∑aÌib: the reciting (nu†q) of poetry.121 In al-MuÌi†, al-∑aÌib
slightly restricts the definition of [q – rr – Â] to praising a living per-
son.122

8. /∞∞¨ – Å – M/: bone, greatness → [∞∞¨i∂am]:
late 700s CE terminus ante quem

The root [¨ – Â – m] is widely attested in Arabic for ‘greatness’ and
‘bone (¨aÂm pl. ¨iÂam).123 Both al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib define the rare
root [¨ – ∂ – m] as denoting ‘grasping with one’s hand,’ with [¨i∂am]
being the grip of a bow, the part of a plough where the iron meets
the wood or the tailbone of a camel (¨asib al-ba¨ir).124 This root is
rarely attested and did not even merit an entry in al-Firuzabadi’s al-
Qamus al-muÌi†. Al-∑aÌib and al-Zahid’s definitions are taken from
the Kitab al-¨Ayn, which lists [¨i∂am] as the grip of a bow, the
tailbone of a camel (¨asib al-ba¨ir) or the link of plough and wood.125

119 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 70b–a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 11–12.
120 Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab, 7:455; cf. Musnad Ibn Îanbal: 1:160

(Wensinck citation system).
121 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 5:133; 5:49–50.
122 Ibn ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi†, 5:249–50, 371. Ibn Suhayl says that (q-r-Â = to

praise) can be used in Form 1 too; Ibn Suhayl, ‘Kitab al-∆ad wa-al-Âa’,’ 317.
123 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 2:92; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi†, 1:457–8.
124 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 69b; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 8–9.
125 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 1:287.
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9. /M – ∆ – ∆/: to cause pain, to whip → [maÂÂ / miÂaÂ]:
early 900s CE terminus ante quem

The root [m – ∂ – ∂] is well attested in Arabic for the meaning ‘to
whip, to cause pain or unpleasantness,’ and in his al-MuÌi† al-∑aÌib
draws directly on the Kitab al-¨Ayn for such usages as ‘the whip
caused me pain (ama∂∂ani al-saw†).’126 The root [m – Â – Â], how-
ever, is rarer (with only a small definition in al-Qamus al-muÌi† but a
definition in the Lisan al-¨arab comparable to its [∂] counterpart).127

It does not appear in the Kitab al-¨Ayn. In al-Zahid's and al-∑aÌib’s
works, however the word appears as ‘to insult, attack verbally, to
blame (naza¨a, sharara).’ Interestingly, Ibn Faris cites a very obscure
Ìadith ‘Don’t attack (tumaÂÂ) your neighbour, since other people
will go but he will remain’.128 It also denotes a pomegranate tree.129

10. /NA∆∆ – NAÅÅ/: to insist on, to strum the strings of a
musical instrument: early 900s CE terminus ante quem

Al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib have the root [n – Â – Â] as ‘to insist on
(alaÌÌa ¨ala),’ or ‘to strum the strings of an ¨ud,’ which both note can
appear with [Â] or [∂]. While al-Zahid states unequivocally that these
two are dialectical variations (lughatan), al-∑aÌib removes that expla-
nation from the text.130 This definition is extremely rare, not appear-
ing in the [n-∂-∂] listing of Lisan al-¨arab, which has no entry on [n-
Â-Â]. By al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib’s time these words must have only
existed as lexical curiosities, for both scholars confused and conflated
[n –] with [b –]. In the al-MuÌi†, al-∑aÌib lists the same [n–] defini-
tions under [b-Â-Â] – [b-∂-∂]. He adds that [b-∂-∂] can also yield the
meaning of ‘a plump woman,’ but makes no note of the two words
being dialectical variants.131 His entry in the al-MuÌi† drew on and
conflated the [n-∂-∂] and [b-∂-∂] entries from the Kitab al-¨Ayn,
where ba∂∂a is a plump woman and the verb form is the standard
definition of water coming slowly from rock. This is the root/defini-
tion unit that would later appear in the authoritative dictionary

126 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 7:17–8; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi†, 7:445.
127 Majd al-Din MuÌammad b. Ya¨qub al-Firuzabadi, al-Qamus al-muÌi† (Beirut

1419/1998), 699; Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab, 7:463–4.
128 Ibn Faris, Mu¨jam, 5:273; Ibn al-Mubarak, Kitab al-Zuhd, ed. Îabib al-

RaÌman al-A¨Âami (Beirut n.d.), 244 (words of Abu Bakr).
129 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 70b–71a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 15; idem, al-MuÌi†,

10:17.
130 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 71b; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 14–15.
131 Ibn ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi†, 7:442; 10:16.
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Lisan al-¨arab.132 Neither the Kitab al-¨Ayn nor the Lisan al-¨arab has
an entry under the [Â] counterpart, [n-Â-Â], which appears to be ex-
tremely rare and archaic.133

11. /F – Å– ¨ /: to be great, terrible, dreadful, abominable or foul
→ [f – ∂ – ¨ ] late 700s CE terminus ante quem

Al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib assume that their audience knows the primary
definition for [f – Â – ¨], ‘great, terrible, foul.’134 For the [∂] counter-
part, [f – ∂ – ¨], both are almost as laconic. Al-∑aÌib says simply ‘to
make [it] appear (abda).’ We understand his intended meaning
through al-Zahid, whose original definition had lacked a shade of
euphemism: ‘his faeces appeared.’135 This definition of ‘to defecate’
appears in the Kitab al-¨Ayn, where al-Khalil notes that this word is a
metathesized version of the root [∂ – f – ¨].136 Al-Jarbadhqani quotes
the philologist and religious scholar Abu ¨Ubayd al-Qasim b. Sallam
(d. 224/838) as defining [f – ∂ – ¨] as ‘to push out [faeces] (da-
fa¨a).’137

12. /Å – L – F/: difficult, rocky terrain → [uÂlufa / u∂lufa, Âalif /
∂alif∞∞]: early 900s CE terminus ante quem

Both al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib note that the root [Â – l – f ] has no [∂]
counterpart. They also acknowledge, however, that two words de-
rived from this rare root have dialectical variations with [∂]. They
define [uÂlufa] / [u∂lufa] as ‘ground full of sharp rocks,’ with al-
∑aÌib adding that the [Â] version is more correct. They both also
note that the adjective [Âalif∞∞∞] or its [∂] counterpart [∂alif∞∞∞] mean a
place that is ‘nice and full of sand (Ìasan dhu raml).’138

13. /KHAÅRIF/: an old and infirm woman → [khaÂrif / kha∂rif∞∞]:
early 900s CE terminus ante quem

Both al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib note that the rare word [khaÂrif∞∞∞] (an old
and infirm woman) has no [∂] equivalent, but also note that this

132 Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab; 7:117; 7:436 (for b-∂-∂ and b-Â-Â).
133 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 7:15–16.
134 AÌmad, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 2:89.
135 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 68a–69b; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 7–8.
136 Al-Khalil, Kitab al-¨Ayn, 1:282.
137 Al-Jarbadhqani, al-RawÌa, 243a.
138 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 78b; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 34.
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word can appear with both phonemes as a dialectical variation
(lughatan). Again, al-∑aÌib adds that [Â] is better.139

An Analysis of the Word Pairs:
Preservation of Archaic Free Variation between /∂/ and /Â/

In the case of those pairs where both a [∂] and [Â] word existed, en-
joyed significant use and possessed a well-attested definition, we
must conclude that their shared semantic field resulted from dialecti-
cal variations being recorded in the lexical entries of the word’s [∂] or
[Â] counterpart. This seems to be the case for [Âafr] / [∂afr] and [q-rr-
Â] / [q-rr-∂]. The two parts of these specific pairs each have very dif-
ferent meanings, with only one or two permutations of the root be-
ing recorded in the definition of its phonemic counterpart. This is
certainly the case for [khaÂrif∞∞∞] and [Â-l-f ], where no corresponding
[∂] word exists beyond an admitted dialectical variation.

In the case of the other word pairs, however, we must conclude
that the [∂] / [Â] pairs are the results of an archaic free variation be-
tween the two phonemes among different Arabic speech communi-
ties. Definitions and usages for the eight roots [n-Â-Â], [f-∂-¨], [¨-Â-Â],
[f-y-Â], [¨-∂-m], [∂-h-r], [b-y-Â] and [Â-r-r] are extremely limited,
found only in specialized works on ∂ad and Âa’, or restricted to ob-
scure Bedouin settings. [M-Â-Â] seems to be an intermediate case.

These data strongly suggest that these words were not originally
separate semantic units, but rather existed as dialectical variation of
their [∂] / [Â] counterpart. Only by assuming that some Arabic
speech communities in the pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods did
not distinguish between /∂/ and /Â/ while others did can we explain
the existence of these word pairs. These archaic dialectical variations
must have survived or been collected from speakers that did not dis-
tinguish between /∂/ and /Â/. They were thus frozen in verses of po-
etry and rare instances of use recorded or employed by early lexicog-
raphers.

The archaic nature of these words and their origins as dialectical
variations is attested not only by the very limited or nonexistent en-
tries on many of them in massive dictionaries like Kitab al-¨Ayn or
Lisan al-¨arab, but also because the words themselves seemed to have
lost any link with actual usage. The utter confusion surrounding [n –
∂ – ∂] / [n – Â – Â] and the two roots’ conflation with their [b –]

139 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 80b–80a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 40–1 (the editor of al-
∑aÌib’s text has it ‘khanÂarif’).
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counterparts illustrates that these words probably existed only in spe-
cialized lexicographic literature. There was no linguistic reality to
check the authors or copyists of the work. As the poems and smaller
literary works written about ∂ad and Âa’ words demonstrate, bizarre
[∂] and [Â] usages were bound together within this closed setting of
sophisticated literary appreciation. Ibn ManÂur thus conflates two
such words that would otherwise be unrelated in usage. He lists one
definition of [¨a∂m] as ‘a line in a mountain that differs from the rest
of its colour (kha†† fi jabal yukhalifu sa’ir lawnahu)’ – almost the
same definition as [∂ahr]. He even cites a verse of poetry featuring
both words: ‘how many an [¨a∂m] have I seen in the middle of a
[∂ahr].’140

Yet because early lexicographers and philologists such as al-AÒma¨i,
al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib were all participants in the high linguistic tra-
dition of the Qur’an, which treated /∂/ and /Â/ as two distinct pho-
nemes, they interpreted these archaic dialectical variations as separate
words. Similarly, if future researchers uncovered a copy of the Ox-
ford English Dictionary, they would find set definitions for the lexi-
cal item ‘player’. If they also unearthed a dictionary of African-
American English, they would find an entry for a word differing
from ‘player’ in only one phoneme, ‘playa,’ meaning ‘a successful, at-
tractive, hip and stylish man.’141 They might note a semantic prox-
imity between ‘playa’ and ‘player’ in the latter’s capacity as ‘an impor-
tant actor in certain affairs,’ but the clear phonemic distinction
might lead them to treat the two items as two separate words. This
would certainly be the case in the Arabic philological tradition,
which treated the idiosyncratic linguistic usages of Bedouins as au-
thoritative.

The Arabic Lexical Tradition and Reconciling the Merger of
∆ad and Åa’

The Arabic lexical tradition has maintained an advantageous atti-
tude towards the dialectical (and even linguistic) variety that charac-
terized the Pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods. As Jonathan Owens

140 Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab, 12:409.
141 For definitions of ‘playa’ in urban American dialects, see http://www.urban

dictionary.com/define.php?term=playa (last accessed 9/13/05).
142 Jonathan Owens, The Foundations of Grammar: an Introduction to Medieval

Arabic Grammatical Theory (Amsterdam 1988), 21; cf., Y. Gruntfest, ‘The Dia-
chronic Approach to Language in Medieval Arabic Philology’, Jerusalem Studies in
Arabic and Islam 15 (1992), 149–70.
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notes, ‘Arabic grammatical theory was a rigid synchronic model’142

that preserved order globally while exploiting variety locally. While
philologists gradually dismissed unacceptable grammatical variations
as dialectical features of certain tribes, the startling lexical variety of
Classical Arabic in great part stems from the differing sets of words
used in different tribes and regions. As words appearing in the
Qur’an, Îadith, poetry or the expansive ‘speech of the Arabs’ during
the Jahiliyya and the first century and a half of Islam, the Arab lexi-
cal tradition accepted this diverse body of lexical material as legiti-
mate. What had originally been dialectical or even linguistically ex-
clusive to a certain tribe became near synonyms within the inclusive
Arabic lexical worldview, the slight distinctions in meanings that
scholars elaborated between former dialectical variants serving as tes-
timonies to the richness of the Arabic language. While archaic fea-
tures such as the Yemeni ™ayyi’ tribe’s ‘Dhu al-™ayyi’iyya’ (use of the
South Arabian dhu instead of the standard alladhi relative pronoun)
were marginalized, the unique words that this tribe might have used
for ‘lion’ or ‘sword’ would contribute to the Arabic lexicon.143

Arabic philologists thus had no compunction about admitting
that dialectical variation existed between /Â/ and /∂/ for what they
perceived as one word, a phenomenon they termed ‘replacement’
(ibdal).144 Scholars certainly held up a distinction between the two
phonemes as the desired norm, and MuÌammad b. Ziyad Ibn al-
A¨rabi’s (d. 231/845–6) statement that blurring /∂/ and /Â/ was en-
tirely permitted thus met with contempt.145 Philologists, however,
could not deny that this dialectical variation occurred. Concerning
the word pair [ÌuÂaÂ] / [Ìu∂a∂∞] (a type of eye kohl), for example, al-
Khalil b. AÌmad is reported to have said that ‘those whose dialect
(lugha) is ∂ad pronounce both with ∂ad, and those whose dialect is
Âa’ pronounce both with Âa’’.146 By the tenth century CE, philologists
had come to enjoy the dialectical variety in Arabic phonetics. Abu
¨Ali Isma¨il b. al-Qasim al-Qali of Baghdad (d. 356/967) narrates a

143 Ibn Jinni (d. 392/1002) recognized how the Arabic lexical tradition was
widened in this manner; see al-Suyu†i, al-Muzhir fi ¨ulum al-lugha wa-anwa¨iha,
1:262–3 (chapter on Ma¨rifat tadakhul al-lughat), 1:322 (chapter on Ma¨rifat
khaÒa’iÒ al-lugha); cf. Rabin, ‘Classical Arabic’, in ‘al-¨Arabiyya’, EI2; idem, Ancient
West Arabian, 9.

144 Al-Suyu†i, al-Muzhir fi ¨ulum al-lugha wa-anwa¨iha, 1:460 ff. (chapter on
Ma¨rifat al-ibdal∞). See also, Roman, Etude de la phonologie et de la morphologie de la
koinè arabe, 1:166.

145 Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-a¨yan, 4:307.
146 Al-Ba†alyawsi, al-Farq bayn al-Ìuruf al-khamsa, 186.
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humorous story in which a man asks the caliph ¨Umar b. al-Kha††ab,
‘what do you say about a man who ÂaÌÌa bi-∂abby (he meant ∂aÌÌa
bi-Âaby, or ‘slaughtered a gazelle’)?’ When ¨Umar responds with
shock and incomprehension at the unknown word ‘ÂaÌÌa,’ the man
replies ‘indeed it is a dialect.’147

Although philologists might have enjoyed such harmless dialecti-
cal curiosities, the actual phonological identity of a word was sacro-
sanct. In the language of God’s revelation, each word and the root
from which it was formed possessed a specific meaning inherently
appropriate for the thing it indicated.148 As it became widely estab-
lished in Arabic linguistic theory, ‘the assumption in language is the
absence of synonymy (al-aÒl fi al-lugha ¨adam al-taraduf∞∞∞);’ each root
had a unique meaning.149 After all, for most great Muslim linguistic
theorists, language was the result of divine inspiration and not hu-
man convention.150 In a well-known etiology for the Muslim study
of Arabic grammar, the famous early philologist and supposed pro-
genitor of Arab linguistics, Abu al-Aswad al-Du’ali (d. 69/688), en-
counters a Persian convert to Islam who was walking his horse.
When al-Du’ali asks him why he was not riding his mount, the Per-
sian replied ‘indeed it is [∂ali¨∞] (disobedient)’. While bystanders
laughed at the convert, al-Du’ali understood immediately that he
was trying to say the word’s [Â] equivalent, [Âali¨∞], which meant

147 Abu ¨Ali Isma¨il b. al-Qasim al-Qali, Kitab Dhayl al-amali wa-al-nawadir
(2 vols, Beirut, [1926]), 2:142.

148 For the inherent identity of each trilateral root and the words derived from
it, see Abu al-FatÌ ¨Uthman Ibn Jinni, al-KhaÒa’iÒ, ed. MuÌammad ¨Ali al-Najjar
(3 vols, Cairo 1371/1952), 1:5 ff.; Muhammad Hasan Bakalla, Ibn Jinni: an Early
Arab Muslim Phonetician (London 1402/1982), 41–2. Al-Suyu†i provides examples
of a number of famous philologists, such as al-AÒma¨i, Ibn Durayd and Ibn al-
Sikkit (d. 244/858), all attesting to the eminently appropriate relationship between
a root/word and its definition; al-Suyu†i, al-Muzhir fi ¨ulum al-lugha wa-anwa¨iha,
1:49–54 (bab munasabat al-alfaÂ li’l-ma¨ani).

149 Philologists who upheld this position on synonymity include Ibn
Durustawayh (d. 346/957) from the Basran school, Abu al-¨Abbas Tha¨lab (d. 291/
904) from the Kufan school, Ibn al-A¨rabi and Ibn Faris (d. 395/1004). The influ-
ential Shafi¨i legal theorist al-Bay∂awi (d. 685/1286) also upheld this position; al-
Suyu†i, al-Muzhir, 1:406. See also Mulla ¨Ali al-Qari’ (d. 1014/1606), Mirqat al-
mafatiÌ, ed. Jamal ¨Ay†ani (Beirut, 2001), 9:297. I must thank my friend and col-
league Matthew Ingalls of Yale University for this latter citation.

150 This was the opinion of Ibn Jinni, Abu al-Îasan al-Ash¨ari (d. 324/935–6),
Ibn Furak (d. 406/1015), Abu IsÌaq al-Isfarayini (d. 418/1027), and al-Suyu†i. The
minority Mu¨tazilite school generally held that language was the result of human
convention (iÒ†ilaÌ), while other major Sunni thinkers such as al-Juwayni (d. 478/
1085) al-Ghazzali (d. 505/1111) said both positions were possible; Ibn Jinni, al-
KhaÒa’iÒ, 1: 40, 47; al-Suyu†i, al-Muzhir fi ¨ulum al-lugha, 1:9, 16, 19–20.
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‘lame’.151 Emanating from the high tradition of early Islamic philol-
ogy, the story underscores the axiom that each root possesses a
unique and stable meaning. The humour in the situation, as well as
al-Du’ali’s concern for the decay of proper language, rests on the
shared assumption that the [∂] and [Â] words enjoy separate semantic
existences.

The proof-value of these the ∂ad / Âa’ lexical curiosities thus pre-
sented a problem when two distinct and stable roots that should be
minimal pairs were actually dialectical variations. When two words
differing only in one phoneme had similar, clearly related meanings
and were thus probably instances of a sound in free variation, the
lexical theory broke down. As al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib argue, con-
flating the meanings of [∂] / [Â] pairs ‘changes the rules of Arabic.’152

Since the default in their semantic theory was non-synonymy, the
easiest method for dealing with this challenge was to introduce se-
mantic distinctions between the /Â/ and /∂/ pair. In their discussions
of the words [q-rr-∂ / taqri∂] and an archaic [Â] version of the same
word, both of which can mean ‘to recite praise poetry,’ al-Zahid and
al-∑aÌib insist that they are in fact ‘mutually contrasting (muta¨a-
ri∂an).’ The [Â] version denotes panegyric poetry only, the [∂] satiri-
cal.153 This represents an attempt at distinguishing between two
words that clearly occupy the same semantic field, as there is no con-
temporary corroborative indication that [q – r – ∂] connoted only
negativity.154 It was, after all, synonymous with ‘epic poem (qaÒid∞)’.

Another attempt to reconcile the existence of archaic evidence of
free variation between /∂/ and /Â/ was to posit that semantic similar-
ity is linked to phonological similarity. Describing the lemma [fa∂∞] /
[faÂ], al-AÒma¨i argues that ‘the meaning of “fa∂∞” is close to “faÂ” be-

151 Khalil I. Samaan, Linguistics in the Middle Ages: Phonetic Studies in Early
Islam (Leiden 1968), 23; Ibn al-Nadim, The Fihrist of al-Nadim, trans. Bayard
Dodge (New York, 1970), 1:88. If this story were accurate, it would probably mean
that the emphatic dental plosive (modern urban [∂]) was a recognized pronuncia-
tion for [∂], for a Persian convert who had no interdentals in his language would
not have been able to pronounce either the lateral continuant /∂/ or the emphatic
interdental /Â/. Unfortunately, the Persian identity of the character in this story is
most likely a trope to represent the deteriorating mastery of Arabic in al-Du’ali’s
time, when the Muslim community received a massive influx of ‘foreign (¨ajami)’
(read Persian) speakers.

152 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 67b; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 3.
153 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 67b; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-MuÌi†, 5:249–50, 371; idem, al-

Farq, 3.
154 An example of a clearly negative usage comes from a third/ninth-century

Shiite who was criticized for having ‘slandered in poetry (yuqarri∂u)’ ¨Uthman; al-
Kha†ib, Tarikh Baghdad, 10:261 (bio of ¨Abd al-RaÌman b. ∑aliÌ).
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cause Âa’ and ∂ad are both emphatic/velarized (i†baq) letters, and
their places of articulation (makhraj∞) are close to one another’.155

When the famous satirical poet al-Farazdaq (d. 110–12/728–30)
used what should have been the word [¨aÂÂ] (intense hardship) in its
[∂] form in the verse ‘the hardships of time, O son of Marwan, have
not left – of wealth but that which has been destroyed or eaten
away’, al-∑aÌib says that the verse was originally ‘hardship (¨aÂÂ)’ but
has been narrated as ‘bite (¨a∂∂)’ metaphorically.156 Al-AÒma¨i was
more open about the two roots’ common origin. He states that the
derived words [¨iÂaÂ] (to assault, attack verbally) and [¨i∂a∂∞] (biting)
are indeed one word, ‘but [people] distinguished between the two
pronunciations (lafÂayn) when they distinguished between the two
meanings (ma¨nayayn).’157

Conclusion

The great polymath al-JaÌiÂ (d. 255/868–9) recounts the story of a
mid eighth-century man from Basra who had a slave girl named
[Åamya’], but whose name he could only manage to pronounce as
[∆amya’].158 Did this man suffer from a speech impediment, or was
he simply the product of the phonologically heterogeneous world of
the Arabian Peninsula in the pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods?
Like the South Arabians whose quotidian correspondences we have
recently unearthed, he may have hailed from a Yemeni tribe that had
ceased to distinguish between /∂/ and /Â/, collapsing both into /∂/ as
early as the fourth century CE. Perhaps he represented the audience
to which Wahb b. Munabbih addressed the Îimyarite scatterings in
his stories or for whom nostalgic South Arabians had carved their
names on rock faces in the Sabaean script during the early Islamic
period.

As the word pairs presented here from Abu ¨Umar al-Zahid and
al-∑aÌib b. ¨Abbad illustrate, the Arabic lexical tradition had ab-
sorbed material from speakers like this Basran, who had merged /∂/
and /Â/ into one phoneme. Although the earliest concrete date that
we can assign to this material is the early 700s CE, the archaic usages

155 Al-Jarbadhqani, al-RawÌa, 246a. For interpretation of the meaning of i†baq,
see Versteegh, ‘Loanwords from Arabic’, 274.

156 Al-Zahid, al-Farq, 67a; Ibn ¨Abbad, al-Farq, 4–5.
157 Ibn ManÂur, Lisan al-¨arab, 7:447.
158 Abu ¨Uthman ¨Amr al-JaÌiÂ, al-Bayan wa-al-tabyin, ed. ¨Abd al-Salam Harun

(2 vols, Cairo 1968), 2:211.
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of many of these words suggest that they existed in Arab speech com-
munities even earlier. Bracketed between the merger of ∂ad and Âa’ in
elements of Old South Arabian in the fourth century CE, and the
existence of dialectical variations of words in the Early Arabic of the
eighth century lies a period of free variation between the /∂/ and /Â/
phonemes among Arab speech communities. As participants in a
high philological tradition that distinguished rigorously between
these two phonemes, scholars like al-Zahid and al-∑aÌib found
themselves forced to reconcile evidence of this archaic free variation
with a semantic theory that insisted on the distinct identity of each
phonemic root. By either insisting on subtle distinctions in meaning
between [∂] / [Â] pairs or associating semantic and phonological
similarity, these Muslim scholars were able to preserve their vision of
the Arabic language.
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